## INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

Exploring the relation between duration and length across languages: Typology, variation and contact

**Friday, 23 June 2023**

- **9.45 - 10.00** | Introduction
- **10.00 - 10.20** | **Felicitas Kleber**, Towards a signal-based typology of vowel and consonant quantity in European languages: Evidence from cross-linguistic, apparent times studies using experimental-phonetic methods
- **10.20 - 10.40** | **Stephan Schmid**, Vowel quantity and consonant length in Swiss German dialects: an overview
- **10.40 - 11.10** | Discussion
- **11.10 - 11.30** | Coffee break
- **11.30 - 11.50** | **Michele Loporcaro**, Northern Italo-Romance vowel length as a testbed for phonological theories
- **11.50 - 12.10** | **Werner Forner**, Functional careers of length in Alpine Ligurian
- **12.10 - 12.30** | **Judith Meinschaefer**, Vowel length in Limousin: Old data, new analyses
- **12.30 - 13.15** | Discussion

### Midday Session

- **14.45 - 15.05** | **Giovanna Marotta**, On submerged Italian: the wo-o alternation in Tuscan
- **15.05 - 15.25** | **Silvia Calamai, Rosalba Nodari & Roberta Luzietti**, Legacy data and rhotic degemination in Tuscany
- **15.25 - 15.45** | **Antonio Romano & Valentina Colonna**, Stylistic vowel lengthening in a poetry sound archive
- **15.45 - 16.30** | Discussion
- **16.30 - 17.00** | Coffee break
- **17.00 - 17.20** | **Jonas Grünke, Bistra Andreeva, Christop Gabriel & Mitko Săbev**, Information structure, unstressed vowel reduction, and duration in Bulgarian Judeo-Spanish
- **17.20 - 17.40** | **Jan Fliessbach**, On the role of duration and length for the realization of contour tones in Yucatec Maya
- **17.40 - 18.00** | **Uli Reich**, Time as an independent autosegmental layer
- **18.00 - 18.45** | Discussion

### Organisational Information:

- Lorenzo Filipponio (HU Berlin)
- Dalila Dipino (Universität Zürich)
- Davide Garassino (ZWAH Winterthur)
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP
Exploring the relation between duration and length across languages:
Typology, variation and contact

Saturday, 24 June 2023

8.45 - 9.00 Welcome Coffee
9.15 - 9.35 Mara Frascarelli, Marco Casentini & Giorgio Carella, Duration and length in Focus constructions between Chinese and Italian: A comparison between L1 and L2
9.35 - 9.55 Valentina De Iacovo, Paolo Mairano & John Hajek, Does gemination resist linguistic attrition? A pilot study on Italian migrant speech in Melbourne Australia
9.55 - 10.15 Andrea Pešková, Phonological adaptation of Italian and Spanish loanwords in Czech
10.15 - 11.00 Discussion
11.00 - 11.20 Coffee break
11.20 - 11.40 Chiara Celata & Olga Dmitrieva, Does lexical knowledge shape the implementation of phonological contrasts? Data from Italian singletons and geminates
11.40 - 12.00 Claudia Crocco & Giovanni Leo, Exploring tune and duration in Italian and Italo-Romance varieties
12.00 - 12.20 Lorenzo Filipponio, Davide Garassino & Dalila Dipino, Cross-language perception of Ligurian vowel length
12.20 - 13.05 Discussion
13.05 - 13.15 Conclusion

Organisation:
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